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If he has frequent motions, he should not be made to leave bed
for the purpose, but he should be provided with a shallow pan
without sharp edges in which he may pass stools. If these mea-
sures are taken without delay, there will be little risk for the
patient. During an epidemic of cholera, there are effective mea-
sures with which to protect oneself against it. The disease usually
appears in summer. People suddenly start eating unripe or rotten
fruit. We are not as a rule accustomed to eat fruit, but many
kinds ripen in this season and are cheap, so that they are eaten in
large quantities. This is in addition to the usual food, with the
result that the harmful effect of such fruit follows immediately.
Even as it is, we frequently suffer from stomach-ache and such
other complaints. When the stomach can stand the strain no long-
er, we get cholera. Others' physical condition is similar to ours
and hence they also get an attack. No special precautions are
taken regarding the patient's stools and the germs from these pol-
lute the atmosphere. Water also is bad during the hot weather.
With everything going dry, water becomes dirty and infected and
is drunk without being filtered or boiled. Under such conditions, is
it any wonder that diseases occur? It is only because Nature has
provided us with a tough physique that we survive at all. Other-
wise, looking at our conduct and habits, we deserve a very early
end indeed.
We shall now consider the precautions to be taken during an
epidemic of cholera. It is very important to keep the diet light
and moderate. Good fruit may certainly be eaten but it should
be carefully examined. We should never, out of miserliness or
because of their tastefulness, eat mangoes or any other fruits which
are rotten in parts. Fresh air is essential. Drinking water must always
be boiled and filtered through a thick and clean piece of khadi1.
Excreta of patients must be burned and the place covered with
dry earth. If it became a regular practice with every person to
sprinkle ashes over the excreta after using the latrine, the danger
would be greatly reduced. To tell the truth, this should be a
permanent rule. Cats dig a hole into which they pass stools and
then cover it up with earth. It is only we who neglect to do this,
thinking it to be a kind of pollution or feeling squeamish about
doing it, and so fall victims to disease. If ashes are not available,
dry earth should be used. If in lumps, the earth should first be
broken up and made into dust.
1 Any coarse cloth; later, in India, the term came to signify handspun
and handwoven indigenous cloth.

